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This book is an incisive, personal statement about the essence of Islam by one of the worldâ€™s

leading advocates of inter-faith dialogue and understanding &#150; Prince El Hassan bin Talal of

Jordan. There is much ignorance about Islam in the West, and negative opinions of Islam feed on

that ignorance. The views and attitudes about Islam in public dialogue since the Osama bin

Laden-inspired terrorist attack on September 11, 2001 require a response that sets Islam in a light

that shows its fundamental belief structures and humanity. The core of the book is a statement of

belief in a question and answer format that allows Islamâ€™s basic tenets to be quickly grasped by

a wide audience. In form and content To Be A Muslim reaches both a Western audience and also

Muslims (who themselves can be Westerners) who are seeking to articulate their faith and to

explain it to themselves and to others. The questions put by His Royal Highnessâ€™s collaborator,

Alain Elkann, are those frequently posed by people not knowledgeable about Islam. &#133; Prince

El Hassanâ€™s answers are precise and informative. He presents a persuasive argument that the

beliefs and culture of the majority of the Islamic world not only are compatible with but are

contributive to a world at peace &#150; a world of diversity in which Muslim and non-Muslim nations

can and should collaborate to create a more humane and just global society. He cites the

Qurâ€™an, the Hadith (sayings), and the Sunna (tradition) of the Prophet Muhammad, and

describes how most of Islam during most of its history has applied the teachings of the Prophet so

as to treat other ethnic groups, cultures and faiths &#150; especially the Jewish and Christian

monotheists &#150; with respect, tolerance and fairness. &#133; This unique book is

complemented by chapters from David L. Boren, President of the University of Oklahoma and

Ambassador Edward J. Perkins, who set the exposition of the Prince (who was awarded a

Doctorate of Humane Letters by the University of Oklahoma) in a wide historical and political

context.
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When Prince Hassan preaches "peace," he does so on the Book of Qur'an. The specific instruction

of Qur'an law is to use simulated peace to woo prey into Islam, and if that prey refuses Islam, rape,

murder, behead, and decimate that "infidel." That's both historical reality of Islam, and Qur'an, and

all the rewriting of history cannot erase, or alter the purpose and plan of Islam.To gain between the

lines details this writ omits, watch: [...]The Truth is what sets men free. Deception has only enslaved

humanity, and Islam brutally enslaves, at the expense of integrity, honesty, and Truth.Be informed

by facts, not accolade.

Book answers many of the questions I hadregarding the practices of the moderate,Sunni Islam

community as opposed tothe radical Shiite sector.

never brought this item _ never would . its a false religion with false god & false & violent prophet .

onlky one way Yeshua /Jesus said . Here is the only true G-d YHWH . So dont know how they

would send me this review when again I wouldnt waste my time on ever purchasing this book

I bought this book to get a better understanding of the Muslim faith. The author does a good job of

providing an explanation of the Muslim faith.Great price and delivery service from .Com.
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